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FINNISH           USICIANS UNION
Central Organisation of Finnish Trade Unions (SAK)
Nordic Musicians Union (NMU)
International Federation of Musicians (FIM)

PERSONAL DETAILS:

Surname /former surname

Identity number

Nationality

Street address

e-mail

Occupation

Forename (underline normally used name)

Place of birth

Telephone home/work

Postal code    City

Instrument(s)

FULL-TIME MEMBER: (Joins the union, local branch, unemployment fund and sick fund)

I WORK AS A FREELANCER TO SEVERAL EMPLOYERS MOSTLY AS:

FULL-TIME MEMBER:

        I join as a full-time member.
I have a permanent employment contract at

I will fill up a power of attorney at the pay office (symphony orchestra/theatre/opera).
name of the employer

-

PERMANENT EMPLOYMENT (Joins the union, local branch, unemployment fund and sick fund)

       touring musician,        restaurant musician,      other,
In the past 6 months my gross salary (before withholding taxes) has been approximately ________ euros per month.
In the next 6 months my gross salary will be approximately ________ euros per month.
Name of employer/employers:

PART-TIME MEMBER: (Joins the union, local branch and sick fund)

        I join as a part-time member. I work as a part-time musician. I am already a member of the ________________________  union and
unemployment fund.

STUDENT MEMBER: (Joins the union, local branch and sick fund)

Other information:

       I join as a student member. I study at ________________________________________  A certificate of the studies has to be attached.

      I am a new member.       I join again. I transfer from the _____________________________________________________ union.
Transfer can not be done during unemployment.
Deliver a certificate of employment from the month you are about to transfer.

We affirm that the above signature is real and that according to our personal experience and knowledge the person is a skilled musi-
cian/singer/dancer and we can recommend him/her to the Finnish Musicians Union.

RECOMMENDATION (persons have to be members of the Finnish Musicians Union or teachers at a music school)

Signature and clarification, professionSignature and clarification, profession

Local branch fills up: Approved_____ / _____  _________ _______________________________________
Chairman or Secretary

Union office fills up: Membership fee category: ____________ Membership number: ________________

Date, place Signature



RULES OF THE FINNISH MUSICIANS UNION

Members shall follow the decisions of the meetings of the local branch and the union bodies, as well as the
rules and regulations given by the union. Members shall also follow the collective agreements concluded by
the union.

•

When making contracts of employment, members shall, when possible, use the model contracts confirmed
by the union. The union does not undertake to give legal aid in disputes arising from verbal agreements.

 •

Members shall inform the union or the local branch of changes in name, address or telephone number. The
union office shall be informed, if a member is about to move abroad. If a member moves permanently to
another city, he/she should also transfer the local branch. Both the former and the new local branch or the
union office shall be informed about the transfer.

 •

Members are obliged to pay the membership fee. If the fees have not been paid for a period of six months,
the member is dismissed according to the union rules. Overdue payments are distrainable.

•

Members can apply for an exemption from the membership fee due to a family leave, military service or long
illness or disability to work. Applications shall be sent to the union office. If a member applies for an exemp-
tion due to a family leave, a copy of the maternity/family allowance decision shall be attached.

 •

Resignation from the union membership has to be announced by a written notification to the union office.
Resignation is valid at the end of the month the notification has been done.

LOCAL BRANCH (mark with an X)

LAKEUDEN MUUSIKOT RY

TURUN MUUSIKOT RY

HELSINGIN MUUSIKOT RY

TAMPEREEN MUUSIKOT RY

VAASAN MUUSIKOT RY

PORIN MUUSIKOT RY

LAHDEN MUUSIKOT RY

KANSALLISOOPPERAN KUORO RY

IMATRAN MUUSIKOT RY

MIKKELIN MUUSIKOT RY

KESKI-SUOMEN MUUSIKOT RY

KOTKAN MUUSIKOT RY

OULUN MUUSIKOT RY

FREELANCEMUUSIKOT RY

KUOPION MUUSIKOT RY

ROVANIEMEN MUUSIKOT RY

KOUVOLAN SEUDUN MUUSIKOT RY

LAPPEENRANNAN MUUSIKOT RY

LAHDEN TANSSIMUUSIKOT RY

FORSSAN SEUDUN MUUSIKOT RY

RAUMAN MUUSIKOT RY

JOENSUUN MUUSIKOT RY

SUOMEN KAPELLIMESTARIT RY

KANSALLISOOPPERAN SOLISTIKUNTA RY

SUOMEN KANSALLISBALETIN TANSSIJAT RY


